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THE
ESSENTIAL
ENDLESS

Summer
Style
Guide

WE'VE GOT A FEW TIPS ON HOW
TO MAKE VACATION (OR EVEN
DAYCATION) STYLING EASY.
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LA TRAVEL

SWIG™ STEMLESS WINE CUP
$19.95 SWIGLIFE.COM
Take a Swig in style with this super
popular 12oz Insulated Stemless Wine
Cup. Swig Vacuum Insulated technology
will keep your white wine the perfect
kind of cold while you sit out at the pool
on a hot summer day, or your coffee hot
if you need just one little steamy cup
of joe to start your day off right. These
beauties can hold up to 12oz - that's two
standard glasses of wine.

PAIR YOUR LOOK WITH A GOOD
BOOK
ACCORDING TO A SOURCE, BY ABBY
STERN $16.95 BARNESANDNOBLE.COM
According to a Source is the perfect summer
beach read, think The Devil Wears Prada with a
Hollywood twist! It's the ideal book to read on
the plane or when you arrive at your destination,
lounging on a beach or by the pool.
Ella Warren loves her job working for celebrity
news magazine, The Life, as an undercover
reporter. Her evenings are spent using her
alias to discreetly attend red carpet events,
nightclubs, and Hollywood hotspots like the
fabulous Chateau Marmont, where her eyes are
always peeled for the next big celebrity story. When Ella’s new Devil Wears Prada-type
boss starts a not-so-friendly competition among the reporters to find an exclusive
story or be fired, the stakes are higher than ever. But is being in Hollywood’s elite
inner circle worth jeopardizing her friendship with budding actress Holiday Hall and
her relationships with her boyfriend and her family? As the competition grows fiercer,
her life becomes intertwined in a public scandal that may cost her everything.

THE STYLISH PUP
DOG DENIM
JACKET $75.00
BEAUSBABES.COM
A classic dog denim
jacket in a clean
distressed wash featuring
a basic collar, a buttoned
front closure, adjustable
buttoned straps at the
hem, and short, buttoncuff sleeves. Bonus, you
can also order one for
yourself to match your
four-legged bestie.

SKIP THE GRILL
XD NONSTICK SQUARE GRILL PAN
$144.95 SWISSDIAMOND.COM
Just because it’s not warm outside, doesn’t
mean you can’t enjoy grilled food. The Swiss
Diamond Nonstick Square Grill Pan makes
indoor grilling easy, effortless and enjoyable.
The new and revolutionary XD diamondreinforced nonstick coating was developed
in our Swiss lab using an all-new coating
formulation and production process, resulting
in a more durable cooking surface and even
better food release properties – featuring 20
percent more diamonds.

Unlike a real grill that needs to be oiled
vigorously to prevent food sticking to the
grates, the Swiss Diamond Square Grill pan
is designed to be used with little to no oil or
butter, providing lighter meals that encourage
and healthier lifestyle. The PFOA-free
diamond-reinforced coating, combined with
the extra thick, cast aluminum body, maximizes
heat transfer to eliminate hot spots. This creates
a uniform heat distribution that not only
conducts and transfers heat efficiently but also
ensures you never need to use more than low to
medium heat, reducing energy consumption.
Making a variety of grilled dishes from grilled
pork tenderloin, to a summer grilled peach
pizza to a grilled chicken Parmesan Panini,
no recipe is off limits thanks to the excellent
nonstick properties of this pan. Additionally,
the comfortable, ergonomic handles are
designed to stay cool on the stove top, and
the pan is oven safe up to 500°F, making the
transfer from stove-top to oven effortless and
straightforward. The XD coating provides years
of trouble-free grilled meals with easy and
quick cleanup. After your done cooking, just
wash off with warm water and soap, and even
burned-on, sticky food particles are removed in
just a few simple wipes.
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